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Abstract
It is ironic: for 25 years the German Tank Museum showed dozens and dozens of tanks, AFVs
(armoured fighting vehicle), artillery pieces, military trucks and motorbikes and yet managed to
keep the war out of the museum – not in spite of the objects shown, but because of them. Huge
pieces of military equipment, especially if well restored, have a hypnotizing effect on the visitors.
The unproblematic fascination for the technical aspects of the sterile objects completely
dominates the experience of the visitors. So, although standing in a hall filled with war machines,
the visitors could enjoy the exhibition untroubled; and the Museum supported this tendency,
being able to conveniently avoid the complex and controversial field that is the topic of this
conference. War and death were basically hidden behind the tanks.
Although a few attempts were made to professionalize the museum, the situation
was never substantially altered. But, in 2008, a real transformation was initiated. To fulfil the
ICOM standards in the long run, the Museum no longer ignores the dark side of the history of
tanks. It now tries to establish as much critical contextualization as possible to counteract
the strong technical aura of the objects. So, the German Tank Museum has an interesting
mission to accomplish: actually to bring war into a museum full of war machines.
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Origin of the German Tank Museum, Munster
Munster was a garrison from 1893 until 1945 and is regarded by many as the birthplace of
the tank corps of the Wehrmacht. Then, from 1956 onwards, the city became one of the most
important training sites in West Germany, as the two main schools for combat troops were
established there – the school for the tank corps and the school for mechanized infantry.
Thus, Munster was the centre for modern tank warfare in West Germany and, at the same
time, became the focus of the evolving memory of the Wehrmacht tank corps. Therefore,
objects from the World War began to trickle into Munster; uniforms and decorations at first,
donated by veterans who wanted to see their tradition honoured. During the 1960s, the
NATO partners returned Wehrmacht tanks and other vehicles. These two collections were
unofficial at the time, but were expanded by enthusiasts nonetheless. Bundeswehr (German
Armed Forces) vehicles, especially, were made part of the collection now, since this army
was old enough to have the first obsolete vehicles. In 1972, the collection was recognized
officially by the Ministry of Defence and from now on served as a study collection for soldiers
that were training in Munster.
But military and civilian society are closely intertwined in West German garrisons, which
led to growing public interest over the years as more and more civilians asked for permission
to see the study collection. The effort soon proved too much to handle. Therefore, the
Municipality of Munster and the Bundeswehr agreed to join forces to transform the collection
into a public museum. The chosen structure for this project in 1983 has not changed since that
time and is important for everything that will be discussed later on.
The German Tank Museum was created as a double structure. The study collection was
moved into the museum as an entity, and still exists as such inside the museum. All the tanks,
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guns and trucks still mainly belong to the Bundeswehr. Furthermore, the study collection still has
its mission to educate the soldiers that train in Munster. The Municipality of Munster, on the other
hand, organizes the whole operation of the public museum proper: personnel, building
maintenance and the like. As a museum it has to appeal to the broader public. Basically, the
institution consists of two separate organizations that are interlocked and indivisible, but, at the
same time, often with aims ranging from slightly varied to radically different. Nevertheless, both
sides need each other: if the Bundeswehr should decide simply to pull the vehicles of the study
collection out of the museum, it would be practically empty. If the Municipality of Munster should
decide to shut down the Museum, the study collection would be homeless. This situation
remains unchanged until today and each side has to respect the specific needs of the other side
to change anything in the museum. Each and every decision has to be a compromise to some
degree.
Refusal and reluctance (1983 to 2008)
The concept of war as a culturally shaped, social activity was completely non-existent in the first
years of the Tank Museum. The museum started as a collection of big halls that were kept so
sterile that the dominating atmosphere was that of a warehouse. This cold, technical atmosphere
was reinforced by the presentation of the central objects. All tanks were completely restored;
no trace of their fate in war was left visible. The vehicles were also placed in neat rows, separated
from visitors by coloured ropes, with signposts providing merely technical data. It, ultimately,
was a show room for tanks, nothing more.
Why was this presentation chosen? There were simply no historians or museum experts
on either the military or the civilian side. Due to a lack of expertise in creating a multifaceted
concept, it was basically all the founders could come up with at the time. However, this raises
a very interesting question: WHY was no such expert involved? At this point, both the civilians
and soldiers involved in the museum openly denied that a Tank Museum needed any concept
at all. Their reasoning was a mixture of political and cultural reasons; during yet another height
of the Cold War, the military and many local politicians, who often had been professional soldiers
before, were very suspicious of critical views of the military and war in general and of the
Wehrmacht and the World War specifically.
A critical view of war and military per se was problematic, since the German Army was
essential for both – the nation in the Cold War and Munster as a community shaped by the
military and ex-soldiers. The problem regarding the Wehrmacht was even more serious. At that
point, the Wehrmacht was still considered as a more or less innocent army, while the Waffen-
SS was widely regarded as the exclusive group of villains. Since veterans of the Wehrmacht
were still numerous in the 1980s and formed a significant part of the visitors, it seemed easier
not to ask too much.
Left-wing political aims, pacifist motivations, academic nonsense, whistle-blowing –
whatever it was called during the public debate – it was clear what was meant: a critical approach
could potentially damage the reputation of the German Armies past or present. The first draft
of a concept for the museum was written in 1985, mainly by the commanding officer of the study
collection. It had primarily been written in order to acquire subsidies from the state of Lower
Saxony (Niederschrift 1985: 3). Therefore, the draft concentrated almost exclusively on
technical history and aimed to portray the tank as ‘one of the decisive war devices of the
twentieth century’ (Entwurf 1985: 3). Decorations and uniforms served to show ‘fighting will,
bravery and the willingness to bring sacrifices’ (Entwurf 1985: 5). The Ministry for Science and
Education regarded the paper as insufficient (Peters 1986) and a second draft was submitted,
this time written primarily by the Municipality of Munster’s chief of administration. This concept
was accepted by the ministry and was passed by the city council in early 1986. Although of
civilian origin, it still basically followed the premise of the first paper: even though political and
economic history was to be taken into consideration, in practice a purely technical presentation
was chosen; obviously considered the most harmless form of exhibition. The horrors of past and
future war were kept out of the museum because it was politically and socially convenient, and
this was achieved by actively using the technical fascination of the objects to cloud visitors’
viewpoints of the objects. Thus, war was hidden behind the war machines. This approach could
remain unchallenged for a long time because the civilian employees of the museum were all
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retired soldiers. Therefore, they, by and large, had the same mind-set and values as the military
side. The local political opposition fought many years for a more scientific and critical concept,
and for the inclusion of other topics like death, misery, militarism, war economy, etc. (SPD/FPD
1986). However, the political scene of Munster was traditionally dominated by the conservative
Christian Democratic Union (CDU), which brought many soldiers and ex-soldiers into the city
council and administration.
A principal problem of the museum supported the long lasting refusal of a critical
approach; the aura of the objects is the main asset of every museum (Preissler 2005: 52). But
the technical aura of the objects in the tank museum is so dominating that people tend to be
overwhelmed by it. The technical character of the objects often ‘fills’ the mind of visitors and
employees alike, leaving no ‘mental space’ to come up with questions regarding the historical
contexts. It then seems either inconceivable or at least unnecessary to have more than a purely
technical point of view. So, in the early years, a critical reflection of the objects, including war
and violence, was seen by the operators as both unnecessary and potentially harmful. The
situation was worsened by the fact that the chosen double structure was not defined very well
in the contract. In 1988, it was finally decided who was to be responsible for conceptual work
between the military, the administration of Munster and the city council (Von Rosen 1988). Only
during this year, five years after the opening, was a modus operandi established to include all
groups. It is not surprising that no progress was made during this phase.
In the 1990s, things began gradually to change. Pressure was slowly building from
several sides. For starters, German museums had begun to professionalize their work, making
the shortcomings of the Tank Museum more obvious. Due to this process, the number of visitors
increased and, although the old magic of technical overwhelming mostly worked, critical
questions became more frequent. Additionally, the political and cultural climate in reunited
Germany was changing. The public paid attention to new debates, like the furious debate
concerning the Wehrmacht exhibition, which sparked new interest in modern military history
(Hartmann 2004). So, the Tank Museum took a leap and decided really to include political and
economic aspects as part of a new concept, which was written by an external historian. In this
concept, historical contexts became a kind of framework for the tanks. But the realization was
still very conservative and sterile, covering mostly operational history on an abstract level and
classical political history, shaped by the deeds of ‘great men’. War, if represented at all, at least
had to be clean and well organized. War in all its facets had yet to reach the peaceful halls of
the Tank Museum. The view from below was not adopted, humans were absent in the
presentation, and with them the history of blood, guts, misery and despair remained invisible
(Henkel 1996).
Furthermore, even this new approach was only made very reluctantly. The concept, and
even the museum’s catalogue, explicitly stated that broad military history had no place in the
Tank Museum, as this was considered the exclusive domain of the Military Museum in Dresden
(Museumskatalog 1999: 20). Everything political had to be directly connected to the tanks
themselves and even then some topics were avoided. The Waffen-SS, for example, was
deliberately ignored on behalf of the Bundeswehr. Since the SS is not part of the tradition of the
modern German Army, addressing it was considered too challenging for the Tank Museum and,
therefore, the topic was handed over to Dresden, despite the Waffen-SS fielding a significant
portion of the German tank corps in 1944. Once again, the blinders were on; historical contexts
only served to lead the visitor to the technical object, not the other way round. They were more
or less an alibi. The development of the concept dragged on for the whole decade; the first draft
was submitted in 1990, and the final version was accepted in 1999 (Niederschrift 1999: 4).
Obviously, the majority of decision-makers during that decade had no enthusiasm for real
reform. This was made abundantly clear in 1992, when a protocol stated that no particular haste
was necessary, since public funds weren’t accessible for the museum anyway (Niederschrift
1992: 6).
In the last decade, pressure continued to build as the number of visitor steadily
increased. Since the Municipality of Munster traditionally relied on the Bundeswehr as an
economic factor, the ongoing reforms in the army since 1990 forced the town to consider
alternatives, should the army ever leave. The Tank Museum was now seen as the main draw
for tourists in the region. But for that purpose, quality had to be ensured. A first step was taken
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when the old concepts were completely dismissed and a new approach was taken in 2004
(Konzept 2004). The new concept required the real inclusion of multiple and critical perspectives
(Museumsverband 2004). To expand this theoretical approach scientifically and to ensure its
later realization, a position was created for a historian in the museum.
Reform (2008 to 2011)
While the intentions were good, there are certain issues that the German Tank Museum must
resolve to fulfil this mission. First of all, the Tank Museum is not a military or a war museum. It
has, somehow, to manage to preserve its unique character as THE German TANK Museum.
The museum is simply not able to reduce drastically the number of tanks shown in the exhibition.
They can be reduced slightly, but the tanks will always have to remain the core of the exhibition.
The Tank Museum will have to stay a specialized museum. But this always comes at the cost
of keeping the aforementioned problem alive; the technical aura of the objects will continue to
dominate visitors’ minds, no matter how many additional aspects are added. This situation is
worsened by a second factor. Tanks, like other military vehicles and weaponry, are often the
focus of serious object fetishism. The object’s connotation of destructive capacity and powerful
machinery, intensified in many cases by war anecdotes and contemporary propaganda, results
in a full-blown admiration for tank models. (Zwach 1999: 310) In this respect, tanks take on
mythical qualities, often expressed a) through excessive use of superlatives when it comes to
describe the vehicles, and b) by uttering statements that can only be described as omnipotence
fantasies (Jahn 2003: 32). Interestingly enough, most visitors feel compelled to stress explicitly
the fact that their admiration is ‘purely technical’. They do realize that an admiration for the
historically intended use of the vehicle, that is, to maim and kill, would be socially unacceptable
(Zwach 1999: 308). Therefore, they wittingly or unwittingly try to distance themselves from such
potentially anti-social behaviour. In this strange mix of fascination for technology and violence,
tanks are not perceived as historical objects in a museum. They are merely witnesses for the
myth of the respective tank model. This does not just apply to tanks that actually were used in
war, by the way. The East German and West German tanks of the Cold War are also shrouded
in myth. Still, the most fascinating period for our visitors is indeed the Second World War, which
leads to a fourth problem. Although the objects of this era only make up about 25 per cent of
the vehicles in the whole museum, they draw the majority of visitors’ interest. This stems from
a widespread fascination with the Wehrmacht as a successful, very modern, very technical
army, which is pretty much completely wrong (Frieser 2005: 64; DiNardo 2006: 29). However,
the myth remains widespread and often also borders on fetishism. The tanks appear to be the
physical witnesses to this idea. Tanks are especially important for those Wehrmacht fans.
Historical research has made it more difficult from year to year to admire the Wehrmacht. The
fact that this army was one of the main contributors to the national socialist genocide is very
inconvenient for many fans (Macdonald 2007: 79). However, the tank corps of the Wehrmacht
still seems potentially admirable to them, their reasoning being that this armoured spearhead
never really had the time to commit war crimes during the war. Therefore, the tank corps can
still be admired in a ‘purely military’ way. This false reasoning (Hartmann 2010: 492–4),
combined with the technical aura and the magic of war anecdotes, explains the undiminished
fascination that this relatively small part of the museum is able to evoke. Thus, in the long run,
the Tank Museum has to keep its tanks, but, on the other hand, it has to change completely
visitors’ views of those tanks, while deconstructing dozens of myths surrounding them.
This has to be done against the visitors’ wishes, by the way. A recent internal survey
found that 79 per cent of visitors think the museum is ‘critical enough about war and violence’,
although from the museum’s point of view only a few minor steps have been taken in that
direction in the last two years. Sixteen per cent believe the museum is ‘not yet critical enough’
and only 4 per cent think that the museum is ‘far from critical enough’, as practically all
professionals do, including the Tank Museum’s historian. So the visitors would be more than
happy to keep their view on tanks. There are four reasons for that.
First of all, due to the technical aura, visitors are generally not able to think of anything
other than a technical perspective. To come up with these perspectives and make them
interesting is the job of the museum, so there can be no blame here. The second reason is,
whatever new perspectives are used to look at tanks, they will never contribute to the convenient
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myths that brought the visitors to the museum in the first place. The entertainingly competitive
stories about the ‘best’ tank in the world, about the fastest model or the thickest armour, will not
be as entertaining any more once every aspect has been examined and differentiated. Thirdly,
new perspectives are usually intellectually challenging. A ‘cool’ story about ‘the best gun in the
world’ is one thing; it is quite another to look at the cultural, social and economic influences that
made the engineers design the gun in the way it was. The fourth reason has to do with
inconvenience as well, but is a primarily German problem regarding the Second World War.
There is a widespread feeling that historians, schools and media concentrate too much on the
Holocaust and war crimes when dealing with the Second World War. It is a feeling of being
‘overfed’ with guilt, so to speak. As mentioned before, the tanks seem to be disconnected from
that topic somehow (Zwach 1999: 315). Therefore, whenever a museum starts to examine
critically the historical contexts of the tank during this period, sooner or later inconvenient
aspects like the war economy, forced labour and Auschwitz will come up, and this then again
activates a reflex of denial. Simply put, to look at a tank from different points of view, to think
about it rationally rather than just approach it emotionally and to deal with inconvenient aspects
of its history means that the tank is not that much fun anymore.
Thus, the new concept of the German Tank Museum is a real spoilsport. It specifically
aims at the deconstruction of convenient myths. Tanks as technical objects are seen as starting
points for broader historical contexts. These contexts still include the old perspectives of the
museum: operational history and political history still have their place in the Tank Museum. But
now economic history, cultural history and social history are added, the latter ones with a strong
focus on the perspective from below, sometimes bordering on micro-history. That way the tanks
play a dual role; they serve as a springboard for visitors to delve into areas of history they did
not expect in this museum. At the same time, they serve as anchor points and as a thread for
visitors to follow, which are necessary to help them find their way through these new areas of
history (Thamer 2006: 41).
This approach works for both contexts: war and peace. The Museum covers roughly 100
years of German history, including ten years of World Wars and roughly one and a half decades
of German out-of-area operations. But the 25 per cent on wartime is and will continue to remain
the more exciting phases for visitors. Whereas war was once a combination of tales of heroism,
operational art on maps and numbers and data of tanks, it is now presented in the Tank Museum
as a complex mosaic of politics, economy, cultural and social influences. In this way, visitors are
encouraged to think about the enormous complexity of war.
One important piece of this mosaic is the human experience. The museum’s old
technical and sterile approach tended to make visitors forget that the machines on display were
built by human beings, were filled with human beings and were used against (or at least intended
to be used against) human beings. This problem was further worsened by the fact that the
objects in question were specifically designed to be CLOSED structures; to shut out the exterior
by all means. So human beings were more or less absent in the exhibition, making the
integration of the human experience in, around and in front of tanks during war a central task
for the Tank Museum.
One very positive side benefit of this new approach is that a common figure for thinking
about tanks in war is deconstructed in the process: the data duel. Whenever visitors think about
wars including tank battles, they tend to compare the technical data of one tank model with
another. Tank warfare is boiled down to a comparison of gun size, armour thickness and engine
power. A real tank battle, of course, is an infinitely more complex affair, with literally hundreds
of different aspects to be taken into consideration. Therefore, by making it clear that the data
duel is a much too simplified point of view, visitors are sometimes made to question what tank
war and (more importantly) war as a whole actually is (Gat 2008).
Peace periods are also conveyed explicitly as times of war preparation. Visitors tend to
underestimate and trivialize the military history of the Cold War. Based on Eurocentrism, they
often see the Cold War as a period of peace and stability. This problem is often exacerbated
by the fact that a large number of visitors were part of either the East or West German armies
of the Cold War. Therefore, the perception of the war machines is a completely nostalgic one.
These visitors do not see war machines, they see memorabilia from their youth, connected with
funny stories they like to share with their friends and family. Such an approach naturally clouds
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their perception of the Cold War tanks as fighting machines.
The Tank Museum, therefore, stresses the Cold War as a period of constant potential
war on the one hand, clearly describing the shape this war would have taken. Secondly, the
museum reminds visitors of the proxy wars fought during that period. Thus, it not only brings war
back into the Cold War, it also adds an aspect of international history, indispensable for this
period, even if the museum officially focuses on German military history (Lynn 2003: XVIII).
Apart from all the aforementioned problems and challenges, a tank museum has special
advantages, too. First of all, the museum can capitalize on the immense fascination for lethal
machinery. The big objects are magnets for visitors and put many of them in a very good and
relaxed mood when they enter the museum. It is the museum’s job to use this mood to open
visitors’ minds for new experiences. The question of the Shoah is once again a good example
of that mechanism; generally, ‘fans’ of the Wehrmacht will, at most, reluctantly visit memorials
like Bergen-Belsen, which is only a short drive away from Munster. Even if they were to enter
the site, there is a good chance that they would be anything but open-minded. The tank
museum, on the other hand, has them entering the museum in a positive and receptive mood.
If the museum is then able to clarify the connection between tanks, tank production, slave labour
and the Shoah in a convincing and interesting way and, thus, without triggering reflexes of
denial, these visitors can gain a new understanding of that topic, which they would not have
otherwise. In a similar way, new scientific insights can also reach people who would normally
not be accessible for scientific progress (Macdonald 2007: 78). This leads to a second
advantage of the Tank Museum: It lures many people into a museum who would normally never
enter a museum. In their view, they are not really visiting a museum, but a technical collection.
The Tank Museum, therefore, has the unique opportunity to open these peoples’ minds for
museums as a whole. Since visitors are presented with many more perspectives on their
beloved vehicles than they expected and are (hopefully) entertained while learning new things,
they may be more open for the general concept of ‘museum’ afterwards. The third big advantage
of a tank museum is that it can try out all the aforementioned steps without fear of failing. Even
if visitors are not convinced by the new perspectives, even if they despise all the new texts and
pictures between the tanks, they will still continue to visit the museum. The fetishism, which is
an obstacle in educating visitors, ironically has an advantage in terms of the marketing side of
the museum business: it is a very strong bonding agent.
How to bring war into a museum of war machines – an example
Since early 2009, the Tank Museum has been working on implementing the aforementioned
perspectives and concepts. However, in the case of the permanent exhibition, this has only
taken the form of guided tours and multimedia guides so far. It takes an enormous amount of
effort to rearrange the exhibition, which is absolutely necessary if the aims mentioned above are
to be achieved. Therefore, the physical form of the exhibition is currently more or less as it was
until 2008. If visitors are not guided by a human or a multimedia guide, it is pretty easy to enjoy
still a ‘purely technical showroom’. The arrangement of the tanks in the halls makes it practically
impossible to reasonably add information panels such as biographies and documents to the
exhibition. A new arrangement of the entire exhibition is planned for 2013/14. After that, every
visitor will be forced to think in a multifaceted manner. Only then will the Tank Museum be able
to implement finally the most important dimension of war: the human dimension.
At least in a small area of the museum, the reform has begun already; the Tank Museum
has a room called the Hall of Collections. There was never a collection strategy for this part, so
it has basically become a storeroom for all the small things. Uniforms, decorations, equipment,
manuals, military toys, weapons and flags: everything has simply been brought together in this
room. The room itself has no real internal structure and, therefore, there is no orientation for
visitors. The displays are too crowded and explanations are reduced to the raw data of each
object; no historical contexts are provided. The style is a very traditional one, which in several
cases is highly questionable. The aesthetics of the objects are used without critical reflection.
Therefore, decorations are laid out nicely on what seems to be blue velvet, because that is the
way decorations are supposed to be shown. Weapons are presented in neat rows, clean and
silent behind glass, with their technical data right at hand. Uniforms are put on happily smiling
mannequins, appearing as they were tailored to be elegant, impressive and manly. All in all, this
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room has the flair of a military shrine. There are hundreds of relics that demand admiration and
nothing more or less.
As of December 2011, a radical restructuring is taking place; the number of objects has
been drastically reduced to create space for the remaining objects. Many of the removed objects
will be made accessible in open depots once the museum has expanded (Christiansen 2007:
45). The remaining objects are rearranged in clearly distinguishable, yet connected areas, each
one with a clear topic:
An area named ‘Cloth’ showing uniforms;
An area named ‘Gold’ showing decorations;
An area named ‘Wood’ showing military toys;
An area named ‘Iron’ showing weapons.
The ‘Hall of Collection’ will consequently be named ‘Elements of War’ from 2012 onwards.
Within the four areas, objects are part of a homogeneous, yet modular narrative with a
consistent underlying main perspective:
Social history for the area ‘Cloth’;
Cultural history for the area ‘Gold’;
Everyday history for the area ‘Wood’;
Modern technical history for the area ‘Iron’.
The hall will be brighter, more spacious and have a modern design, with a broad offering of
knowledge. Additionally, several educational devices will be integrated to enable the experience
of learning with all senses. Each area has a specific mission far too complex to describe in more
detail here. But how exactly does this approach bring war into the museum? War will be present
as a topic within each of the four areas.
The most drastic change will happen in the area of weapons. Up to now, guns and
ammunitions were shown as clean, technical objects. For the first time in the history of the
museum, the new exhibition aims to show what these things actually do. (Ironically, when the
topic of ‘the effects of weapons’ was first brought up in the planning committee, nearly everybody
thought of holes in armour plates and destroyed tanks. The technical dominance of the objects
actually reached that far, even in the heads of the museum employees.) The concept explicitly
calls for images of real battle injuries, of dead, wounded and maimed soldiers and civilians.
These photos will be disturbing to many. Therefore, visitors will have actively to decide on
whether they wish to see those pictures; we do not bank on simple shock effects. Shocking
people can lead to a defensive attitude and thwart the learning process (Beil 2003: 9). But if
visitors choose to look at the pictures, we want them to be forced to think about the real nature
of the objects around them; about their purpose and about their concrete history. War as an
organized process of mass killing will (hopefully) become evident to visitors through these
pictures and objects. Although there are some concerns about how graphic displays of violence
can sabotage learning (Köpke 2003: 49–50), the Tank Museum has decided that this step is
necessary. This is certainly a big step in reorganizing this area and images of this nature will
surely lead to fierce debates, since they annoy those who just want to admire ‘cool weapons’.
In the case of uniforms, war will be represented through a specific choice of wartime
uniforms that remain on display. Right now, formal military uniforms, primarily from officers,
dominate the exhibition. This situation was largely due to the fact that these kinds of uniforms
have a statistically higher chance of surviving the war and post-war period. This situation was
worsened by the fact that the formal uniforms are, of course, technically more beautiful pieces;
therefore, they were added to the collection far more often than the shabby uniforms of simple
soldiers. Thus, the exhibition is now dominated by clothing that had nothing to do with the actual
war. Therefore, the new display will specifically concentrate on uniforms of the rank and file.
These shabby uniforms are the clothes that were worn by the masses during the bloody work
of war and, therefore, are objects of far more historic importance. These uniforms will be the
focus of this area and will be discussed in their role as ‘dressed to kill’. Furthermore, we aim to
add biographies whenever enough information about the wearer of a uniform is available. This
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way the uniforms will hopefully remind visitors of the fact that the fabric was once filled with flesh
– flesh acting in war, that is.
The ‘Gold’ area will focus on the two-faced social mechanism that decorations play in
the military, and especially in war: encouragement and coercion. This approach aims to rid
visitors’ minds of the idea that these decorations are merely benign. It will hopefully make them
think about the fact that they are instruments of social engineering and, therefore, are a part of
the instruments that keep war going.
The ‘Wood’ area will stress how toys were an instrument to familiarize children and
adolescents with the military early on and, therefore, served as a tool to secure a steady stream
of easily malleable recruits for potential future battlefields. So beginning in this area, war and
violence will find their place in the Tank Museum.
Conclusion
The process has only just begun. The Tank Museum is seriously undermanned, so the
reform will take considerably longer than in a museum with adequate personnel. But it is
interesting to see that even the first steps are evoking strong and decidedly varied reactions.
The new approach is heavily criticized from different sides – from civilians, from the military, and
from the museum’s booster club.
Yet, at the same time, there is a wave of encouragement from other parts of the exact
same groups. The reactions to the new guided tours, for example, range from outrage over this
‘newfangled blather’ to enthusiastic praise for the ‘inspiring insights’. Obviously, the integration
of war violence into the Tank Museum will be a dynamic process. It will be painful for some and
satisfying for others. But this fact in itself is encouraging. The question of how to represent war
in the Tank Museum is relevant enough to stir a public debate; however low the number of
participants may be at the moment.
The Tank Museum can, therefore, fulfil its mission as a museum: to be a forum for
historical culture (Thamer 2006: 37). No matter how heated the debate gets and no matter how
many visitors may be lost, we can be sure that the integration of a multifaceted view on war and
violence in the Tank Museum is the right way.
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